


"GOOD DAY"
FEATURED ON

FOX'S

ORIGINAL AIR DATE: APRIL 06, 2006



NEW MEDIA:
MySpace [www.myspace.com�tallyhallcom]
-212,000 views, 445,000 plays, 35,000 friends
www.tallyhall.com
-2 Million downloads of "Banana Man" video
-10,000 visitors/day
www.facebook.com
-2500 friends

TELEVISION / RADIO:
-MTV's "YOU HEAR IT FIRST" Feature Announced.
-"Good Day" thematically featured on episode of Fox's The OC. April 06, 2006.
-"Banana Man" appears on 3 episodes of MTV's The Real World: Key West.
-Appeared on VH1's "Best Week Ever"
-Mancow's Morning Madness [syndicated]
-Late Late Show with Craig Ferguson [August 2006]

PRESS:
"An unexpected treasure." -The Boston Herald

"Finally, something that doesn't sound like every other CD" -Mancow Muller,
Mancow's Morning Madhouse

"Sensational!" -Craig Ferguson, The Late Late Show

"...as conceptual as it is playful..." -LA Times

AWARDS:

- "Good Day" - 1st place in BMI's John Lennon Scholarship
- "Just Apathy" - Grand Prize, John Lennon Songwriting Contest, 2005

SPUN:

ALBUM TITLE: MARVIN'S MARVELOUS MECHANICAL MUSEUM
BARCODE: 78144491001-7 CATALOG NO.: QK!-001
FILE UNDER: POP / ROCK STREET DATE: SEPT 12, 2006
MSRP: $15.99

BOOKING:
Erik Selz

Red Ryder Entertainment
redryderent@aol.com

773.384.0050

MANAGEMENT:
The Hornblow Group USA, Inc
Jamie Kitman / Ben Sandler

ilcommodor@hornblowgroup.com
ben@hornblowgroup.com

845.358.7270

PROMOTIONS:
KSA Publicity
Dayna Ghiraldi

DaynaG@KSApublicity.com
212.582.5400

212.582.6513[fax]

138 West 25th Street
7th Floor

New York, NY 10001

LABEL:
Quack!Media
Al McWilliams

al@quackmedia.com
www.quackmedia.com

734.769.4929
734.769.4928[fax]

320 S. Main St. Ste A
Ann Arbor. MI 48104

www.tallyhall.com
www.myspace.com/tallyhallcom

WRFL [U of Kentucky], WVUM [U of Miami, FL], WUAG [U of N. Carolina-Greensboro], WXDU
[Duke], WUSC [U of S.Carolina], WRCT [Carnegie Mellon], WCWS [Wooster], WUTM [U of
Tennessee], WAKE [Wake Forest], WRIU [U of Rhode Island], WKPS [Penn State], WECI
[Earlham], WDOM [U of Providence], WRVU [Vanderbilt U], WSMU [UMass-Dartmouth], WCMU
[Central Michigan], WMCN [Macalester], WQKL [Ann Arbor], WIIT [Illinois Tech], WIUS [W.
Illinois U], KSTO [St. Olaf College], WITR [RIT], WXYC [U of N. Carolina], WICB [Ithaca], WRFS
[Savannah College of Art & Design], WNDY [Wabash], WMUC [Maryland], WPRK [Rollins],
KCRW [Los Angeles], WDBM [Michigan State University], WRKC [Wilkes-Barre,PA], WSUM [U
of Wisconsin], WIDR [Western Michigan U], WCRX [Columbia, Chicago], WMSC [Montclair U],
Mancow's Morning Madness [syndicated], WEQX [Albany]...and more.

TALLY HALL BREAKING NEWS:
-MTV's "YOU HEAR IT FIRST" Feature Announced.
-Tally Hall will be on tour with Puffy AmiYumi [July 2006].
-Late Late Show with Craig Ferguson [August 2006].
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BIOGRAPHY

25 Miles Northwest of Detroit resides one of the world’s largest museums of arcade machines, collectible 
curiosities, and mechanical antiques. The sprawling exhibit houses everything from coin-operated 
fortunetelling machines of the 1920s to the latest high-tech video games; from model airplanes to P.T. 
Barnum’s legendary Cardiff Giant; from vintage fans to rare neon signs. It is here that Tally Hall found much 
inspiration for their 14-track debut, Marvin's Marvelous Mechanical Museum. Both the album and its 
namesake combine seemingly disparate elements, drawing across decades to form surreal but cohesive 
collections. In Tally Hall’s case, the results are quite catchy. 

Often recognized by their trademark ties—Rob (yellow tie-vocals/guitar), Zubin (blue tie-vocals/bass),
Ross (silver tie-percussion), Joe (red tie-vocals/guitar), and Andrew (green tie-vocals/keys)—Tally Hall
began in 2002 when Andrew met Rob through friends. Andrew, the only member not originally from 
Michigan, began writing songs when he was eight years old and eventually headed to the University of 
Michigan to study composition. There he met Rob, who attended high school with Zubin and joined Joe's film 
production group. When Tally Hall's original drummer left the band, they recruited Ross, who went to high 
school with Joe.

While Andrew was the only member to study music formally, Rob and Joe proved accomplished songwriters 
with similar desires to start a band. They worried less about stylistic boundaries than about fulfilling their 
creative potential. Joe describes it this way: “We don't like the idea of limiting ourselves to one genre because 
there's no point in doing that. If a certain idea requires a certain sound then why limit ourselves?” Accordingly, 
Mechanical Museum is spacious, intimate, hilarious, serious; disparate and seamless all at once. It's the 
natural result of having three songwriters, four vocalists, and five capable musicians in one band, as well as 
their common interests in the The Beach Boys, Queen and more recent artists like Arcade Fire and Sufjan 
Stevens. “We listen to everything and we try to take ideas from different genres and broaden the span of 
what people perceive as rock music,” says Andrew. “The song wouldn't be the same if all of us weren't 
involved.”

Early on, Joe filmed a surreal music video for the calypso-tinged “Banana Man.” The video appeared on the 
internet humor site Albino Black Sheep (www.albinoblacksheep.com), drawing new fans to the band's 
website. “We didn't really realize what was going on outside of Ann Arbor,” says Ross. “Then our website 
started crashing each month from the bandwidth and it became obvious that there were people outside of Ann 
Arbor that were listening to the music.” To date, the video has been downloaded over two million times. 

Andrew's song "Good Day"—the first he wrote for the band—heralded further success for Tally Hall, as it 
was not only featured on Fox’s hit series The O.C., but also won Andrew the BMI/John Lennon
Songwriting Scholarship, and a meeting with Brian Wilson. “Good Day” introduces the band by traversing 
their broad stylistic spectrum within a few minutes. A concise opening piano gives way to momentary rock 
bombast, before dropping back into a verse newly adorned with expanded instrumentation. By the end of the 
song we’ve heard an interlude that would make Freddie Mercury sweat through his body suit and a gather-
round-the-piano sing-along that references the Beatles without imitating them. 

Tally Hall has appeared with OK Go, Nightmare of You, World Party, and Fastball, among others. This 
summer will provide more opportunities to catch the band's compelling live show, though they'll also be using 
the time to write new songs and get a handle on their devoted and obsessive fans. “We've had people travel 
halfway across the country to see our shows,” says Andrew. “We just assume that most bands have their fair 
share of loyal followers. Ours are just a little more…proactive.” With so many fans mulling over everything 
from song lyrics to which members are single, why the modesty? “In the end, if someone likes us because we 
are funny, then I think we have succeeded in a way. But, if someone appreciates us because they understand 
us, then I think we will be truly satisfied,” Zubin explains. “We're not a band that has a lot of pretenses,” says 
Rob. “As long as people like the music, that is the main thing we're concerned with, and whatever they take 
from it, at least they're taking something.” Whatever it is that Tally Hall is giving, they’ve got enough to go 
around. 

Press Contact:  KSA Public Relations (212) 582-5400     
Dayna Ghiraldi  
DaynaG@KSAPublicity.com 

138 West 25th Street • Seventh Floor • New York • New York • 10001 



Up to their necks in musical styles

Tally Hall’s music reminds you of the joke about the weather in the Rocky Mountains: 
If you don’t like it, just wait 30 seconds. The Ann Arbor, Mich., fi ve are sound collagists 
who segue from barbershop harmonies to Queen-like rock opera to chunky power pop to 
clever hip-hop — sometimes all in the same song.

Their self-produced debut, “Marvin’s Marvelous Mechanical Museum,” is 
dizzyingly cut-and-paste, reminiscent of They Might Be Giants. And live, each member 
wearing a white shirt and assigned a colored tie, the quintet exudes the good humor of 
Barenaked Ladies playing a kegger party.

“At times it can get a little bit daunting to get some of the rhythm transitions to work, 
but it’s like we say, if the song starts to get a little bit boring, throw in some calypso,” Joe 
Hawley says wryly. “Of course, we say that, but we try not to be gimmicky. A lot of times, 
the songs come across as goofy, but we take them very seriously.”

Indeed, the band, which performs tonight at Spaceland, is as conceptual as it is playful. 
Of the ties, Hawley explains, “We didn’t want to look like an era. So we went for a look 
that emphasizes singularity and uniformity at the same time.”

Besides, being sharp-dressed can come in handy — as when Hawley, fellow 
singer-guitarist Rob Cantor, singer-bassist Zubin Sedghi, singer-keyboardist Andrew 
Horowitz and drummer Ross Federman set out to make a video for the song “Good Day,” 
which appeared on the TV show “The O.C.” “We’re doing it guerrilla-style,” Cantor says. 
“We shot part of it at Michigan Stadium…. I think the grounds crew thought we were 
important because of our ties.”



by Johnny Loftus
7/12/2006
Tally Hall guitarist-vocalist Joe Hawley did the natural thing when he heard his
band would be touring with Japanese pop stars Puffy AmiYumi. "I immediately
went out and bought their GameBoy title," he says by phone from the quintet's
home base of Ann Arbor. Yes, Puffy AmiYumi have their own video game (the
awesomely named Kaznapped!), as well as a cartoon and an extensive line of
branded merchandise, all in addition to their recorded output. Longtime superstars
in Japan, the duo play to sellout crowds of cult fanatics every time they tour the
United States.
So how did Tally Hall, a quintet of well-spoken dudes from Ann Arbor who haven't
really played out all that much, get wrapped up in all this bright pink Puffy
AmiYumi chaos? Skill, to start. Marvin's Marvelous Mechanical Museum, the
band's debut, has a lyrical and melodic savvy that's craftily at odds with the
extreme leanings of their young pop peers. Tally regularly rhyme 10-cent words,
and use their instrumental chops to the keep the arrangements off balance. But
they also know how effective simplicity can be. "Good Day," recently tapped for
use in Fox's teen melodrama The OC, wraps a hearty Beatles influence around
jaunty piano and lyrics sweet enough to melt the sparkly paint hearts of the
show's female viewers.
The OC hookup is an example of how everything's suddenly coming up Tally. The
band has the East Coast Puffy tour to look forward to, as well as an upcoming
appearance on CBS's Late Late Show With Craig Ferguson. They're also putting
Marvelous into wider national release this August with the help of their label, Ann
Arbor-based Quack!, and will probably be chilling on TRL before summer's end.
What's next? A cameo in the sequel to Kaznapped!?
"A year ago they'd never played outside of Ann Arbor," Quack! mastermind Al
McWilliams says. But last year the label sold 1,000 units of Marvelous in an
Internet pre-sale, and as Tally's MySpace presence grew, they were able to take
those numbers directly to the music biz. "Hard numbers impress them,"
McWilliams says, "and with those we were able to land awesome management
and booking." Cut to Craig Ferguson making a joke about Tally Hall being a
nunnery where he was whipped repeatedly as a petulant Scottish boy.
What are the band's expectations of their tour with J-Pop's reigning princesses?
"We think it'll be a golden nugget of fun," Tally Hall says during a lively conference
call in which their voices overlap one another in a transcription nightmare. Then
the phone line drips with knowing sarcasm. "A happy, puffy, fun time, out-of-body
experience."

July 18, at St. Andrew's Hall, 431 E. Congress, Detroit; 313-961-8137. With Puffy
AmiYumi.

Pop goes the world
Is Tally Hall ready for their close-up?



by Meghan Dunlap
Monday, March 27, 2006

The recent release of Tally Hallʼs first official
album entitled Marvinʼs Marvelous Mechanical
Museum has proven the band is here and here to
stay. The group has five members: Ross, Joe,
Rob, Andrew and Zubin. Four of these guys
grew up near Detroit, as well as near the
historical arcade and curiosity museum,
Marvinʼs Marvelous Mechanical Museum, the
only remaining part of the mini-mall/food court
called Tally Hall. These places clearly hold
places in these guysʼ hearts considering their use
in their name, album title and the song
“Welcome to Tally Hall.”

If the membersʼ biographies are any indication
of their personalities, the uniqueness of their
music does not come as much of a surprise.
Written with the familiar quirkiness of their
songs, if interested in finding out more about the
artists, their bios are worth checking out on their
website, www.tallyhall.com. More importantly,
as far as musicianship goes, Tally Hall has it all:
percussion, guitar, keyboard and distinctive,
harmonic vocals.

Tally Hall is described on their website as “a
wonky rock band.” How characteristic of this
unique band to use a term which itself requires a
definition. Actually a slang word, wonky
“specifically connotes a malfunction that
produces behavior (or in Tally Hallʼs case,
music) seen as unusual, humorous or amusingly
diverse.” Wonky is a truly fitting declaration of
the groupʼs intent and ability to stand out amid
other up-and-coming bands.

This young and talented group of musicians is
paving the way for a new and funky sub-genre
of rock. This new direction includes amazing
and, at times, complex harmonies, outlandish
lyrics and a collage of musical styles and
instrumentalism.

Marvinʼs Marvelous Mechanical Museum
includes a number of demo songs that have been
rerecorded, and for a first album, the number of
tracks (15) is impressive. Also pleasing is the
fact that the album does not lose its momentum
as it goes along. Their music carries a number of

attractive qualities that are consistent throughout.
Their significant incorporation of keyboard into
their songs along with the usual guitar and drums
shows that these young artists have a strong grasp
of composition and arrangement as well as writing
and musicianship.

As far as the writing goes, the group capitalizes
on the sometimes caustic, sometimes satirical
humor and always humor that is both
unconventional and satirical. One song is written
(in devotion?) to the Olsen Twins. However, not
every song is meant to be a joke. The album does
include a couple more ballad-like songs with
softer, more serious lyrics.

The songs not only vary in subject matter but also
in their style and arrangement. Some are a mesh of
sounds, including non-singing and some very fast
Barenaked Ladies style chanting. The guysʼ range
also gives them chances for great harmony pieces,
and though it is hard to determine where the
bandʼs inspiration comes from, they exhibit some
similarities with the Beatles. This can be noted
both in their harmonies as well as the sound and
arrangement of some of the Beatlesʼ more unusual
songs, particularly on the Sergeant Pepperʼs
Lonely Hearts Club Band album.

Marvinʼs Marvelous Mechanic Museum is a
regular montage of influences that include country,
alternative, punk, pop, buffet style and others as
well, thus indicating the reason for a new category
of music. This assortment of style makes Tally
Hallʼs music appeal to a very wide and audience;
teenagers rave about it to their parents, who in turn
recommend it to their friends. By word of mouth
alone, Tally Hallʼs reputation and popularity
continue to increase. As long as they can continue
to produce fresh and exotic music, the future looks
bright for Tally Hallʼs crew.

For those interested in checking out Tally Hall,
they will appear at The Annex in Madison every
Sunday in April at 7 p.m. as part of their rotating
tour of the Midwest. Ages 18 and up are welcome.

Rating: 4 out of 5

Detroit band pays tribute to home














